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The magickal correspondences 

 

Tiphareth (Tagaririm): yellow ball 

 

The coloured spheres on the tree of life occur here in random order on purpose. You will be 

challenged to locate the coloured sphere on the tree of life.  

In this way, you will retain the presented information more effectively. 

 

 

 

This is the tree of life. 

 

The correspondences of Tiphareth/ Tagaririm for magick with the Kings of Goetia are such: 

Ruling planet: Sun 
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Day: Sunday 

Astrological hour: Sun 

Paper seal colour: yellow 

Metal seal: gold 

Candle colour: yellow (gold) 

Number: 6 (6 spell items for example) 

Plant: Sunflower (use seeds) 

Gem: Topaz 

All this means that if you want to summon a King of Goetia, you can use a yellow candle, a 

yellow seal of the demon and 6 coins (if you are doing a money spell with Purson for 

example). 

If you are doing a spell to fuel a new business, you can use sunflower seeds in your spell. 

You can also use tumbled topaz gem and golden items in your spell with Purson. 

Do the spell with Purson during a Sunday and during the astrological hour of Sun. 

Of course, if you desire to increase your income, the moon should be waxing or full. 

 

 

 

Netzach (Harab Serapel): green ball 

 

The correspondences of Netzach/ Harab Serapel for magick with the Dukes of Goetia are 

such: 

Ruling planet: Venus 

Day: Friday 

Astrological hour: Venus 
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Paper seal colour: green 

Metal seal: copper 

Number: 7 

Herb: cinnamon (my own choice) 

Scent: sandalwood 

Plant: rose 

Gem: emerald ( I use green agates and malachite) 

All this means that if you want to summon a Duke, you must follow the correspondences of 

Harab Serapel. 

Use a copper seal of the Duke in question or you can draw the seal of the Duke on green 

paper. 

Because both Harab Serapel and Netzach are ruled by the planet Venus, you can use the 

following scents, plants and herbs: rose, sandalwood and cinnamon. 

Do the spell with the Duke during a Friday and also during the astrological hour of Venus. 

If you are doing a banishing spell with Focalor (he is a Duke), do the spell during the full 

moon or when the moon is waning. 

You can summon Focalor during a Friday and during the astrological hour of Venus. 

You can also do the spell during the astrological hour of Saturn or Mars. 

 

 

Chesed (Gamchicoth): blue ball 

 

The correspondences of Chesed/Gamchicoth for magick with the Princes and Prelates of 

Goetia are such: 

Ruling planet: Jupiter 
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Day: Thursday 

Astrological hour: Jupiter 

Paper seal colour: blue 

Metal: tin 

Gems: sapphire & amethyst 

Number: 4 (4 candles for example) 

Plant: olive (use olive oil) 

Scent: cedar (I use cinnamon) 

If you are doing a spell with Ipos (he is a Prince), you can use a blue seal and 4 white 

candles, because the number of Chesed is 4. 

You can paint your spell candles with olive oil. Do the spells with Ipos to become brave 

during the waxing moon and also during the full moon. 

To banish fears, do your spells when the moon is full, waning or almost dark. 

Do spells with Ipos during Thursdays and during the astrological hour of Jupiter. 

 

 

Yesod (Gamaliel): purple ball 

 

The correspondences of Yesod/Gamaliel for magick with the Marquises of Goetia are such: 

Ruling planet: Moon 

Day: Monday 

Astrological hour: Moon 

Paper seal colour: purple 

Candle colour: silver or purple 
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Metal: silver 

Number: 9 (9 gems for example) 

Gem: clear quartz 

Scent: jasmine 

If you want to summon Samigina (he is a Marquis), use a silver or purple seal of Samigina. 

Use jasmine oil on the seal of Samigina and add 9 clear quartz gems to your spell. 

You can use silver items in your spells with the Marquises of Goetia. The Marquises are 

summoned during Mondays and during the astrological hour of the Moon. 

 

 

Hod (Samael): orange ball 

 

The correspondences of Hod/Samael for magick with the Presidents of Goetia are such: 

Ruling planet: Mercury 

Day: Wednesday 

Astrological hour: Mercury 

Paper seal colour: orange 

Plant: Orchid 

Gem: quartz 

If you want to summon the Presidents of Goetia, you can use orange paper for your seals. 

Offer oranges and pumpkins to the Presidents of Goetia. Use quartz gems in your spells. 

The Presidents are summoned during Wednesdays and during the astrological hour of 

Mercury. 
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Geburah (Golab): red ball 

 

The correspondences of Geburah/Golab for magick with the Earls and Counts of Goetia are 

such: 

Ruling planet: Mars 

Day: Tuesday 

Astrological hour: Mars 

Altar cloth colour: red 

Candles: red, black or white (use white candles if you cannot obtain red or black candles) 

Number in magick: 5 (5 candles for example) 

Metal: iron (use a hammer or steel coins, because steel contains iron) 

Herb/plant: tobacco 

Gem: ruby 

If you want to summon the Earls of Goetia, use a red altar cloth and red candles. 

Draw the seals of the Earls on red paper. Summon the Earls during Tuesdays and during the 

astrological hour of Mars. 

 

Binah (Satariel): grey ball 

 

The correspondences of Binah/Satariel for magick with the Knights of Goetia are such: 

Ruling planet: Saturn 

Day: Saturday 

Astrological hour: Saturn 
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Altar cloth colour: grey and/or black 

Candles: grey or black 

Number in magick: 3 (3 candles for example) 

Metal: lead 

Herb/plant: cypress 

Gem: pearl or sapphire 

If you want to summon Furcas (he is the only Knight of Goetia), use a grey altar cloth and 3 

grey or 3 black candles. 

I use pearls in my spells with the spirits of Binah, but its actually a matter of taste. 

Because Binah is all about death and restriction, I use graveyard dirt too. 

Summon Furcas during a Saturday and during the astrological hour of Saturn. 

 

 

 

 

 


